IgluVan is a brand name of Just Fridge Vans.
We specialise in refrigerated vehicles! We have
a range of products on offer as well as the
revolutionary IgluVan kit systems.

IgluVan Kits available for the following Vans:

Renault Vans
Kangoo

Nearly 40 years experience in the Refrigeration
Industry means we have tried and tested almost
every product available; we only offer the best
and most suitable for your application:

Trafic SWB

•

Bonded Removable Kits: IgluVan

Master MWB H2 Roof

•

Chiller and Freezer Traditional seamfree
laminated Linings: Frostline

Kubistar

•

Refrigerated Box Bodies: Fridgebox

Primastar SWB

•

Seamfree Hygienic linings: Supa-Seal

Interstar MWB H2 Roof

•

Road only & Standby Refrigeration units: all
makes and models available

Vivaro SWB

•

Static Coldstores - Fridgeboxstatic.co.uk

Movano MWB H2 Roof

•

Used refrigerated vehicles: coolmarket.co.uk

Fiat Vans

•

Accessories; cappings, curtains, meat rails, steps
etc

•

INSTALLATION CENTRES NATIONWIDE

Nissan Vans

Vauxhall Vans

Doblo
Ducato MWB H2 Roof
Ducato LWB H2 Roof

Peugeot Vans
Boxer MWB H2 Roof
Boxer LWB H2 Roof

Citroen Vans
Relay MWB H2 Roof
Relay LWB H2 Roof

The finished conversion interior that you see in some
vans is sometimes deceiving; under the surface can be
hidden details that can backfire on the user at a later
date. Some of the removable kits on the market are
nothing but straight panels touching only the ribs of the
vehicle and leaving large gaps between panel and outer
skins, without any insulation. This can lead to
condensation and massive heat gains, causing the fridge
to think its operating in higher ambients than it actually
is. IGLUVAN KITS are moulded on both sides ensuring
the panels meet the outer side skins of the van interior
as well as the ribs, alleviating air gaps and possible heat
traps. Offering true insulating benefit's, reducing fridge
running times and holding temperatures longer and
ultimately saving fuel and other running costs.

The install is so quick, we had to freeze the frames to show you how it’s done!
CHOICE...IgluVan kits are available for some of the most popular vehicles used for refrigeration deliveries. This
newly developed system is for those customers looking for ATP Class C installations for chilled, frozen or deep
frozen applications. Ask See the list of the vehicles available in this leaflet (List increasing all the time).
REMOVABLE...The kits are pre-formed to the exact shape of the van, (no gaps or straight panels) and offer the
ability to be re-installed to one or two other vans of the same design in the future. The pre-moulded panels are
made from fibreglass reinforced gel-coat; making them strong enough to withstand the toughest loads.
FAST...The pre-formed panels are installed in a matter of hours. The panels are then bonded and sealed to form
a watertight compartment. Then the fridge can be installed. So, you’ve got a refrigerated van in less time than it
takes for fibreglass to dry!!

The Iglu Van insulation kits have been designed for high ambients up to +40 Degrees Celsius and offering ATP Class
“C” Specifications and superior thermal conductivity than our competitors. They are manufactured using high tensile
glass reinforced resins and highly thermal efficient polyurethane foams. The tight fitting perfectly designed panels fit
together leaving minimum gaps which are sealed with mould resistant sealants which make it ideal and safe to wash
out every day if necessary. The IgluVan kits are pre-manufactured to high standards and installed in a matter of hours,
without the need of skilled workforce. With correct planning vans could be turned around in a matter of days instead
of weeks as normally seen.
The kits re-installation, when moved from one van to another can take less than a week from start to finish. Simple
installation for all the options are also available; side doors for deep freeze, rear inset slab doors, shelving, meat rails
and Refrigeration systems for any temperature or application.

